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QUESTION 1

Registering metadata for an ODBC data source involves registering: 

A. a library that will use a SAS/ACCESS engine to a specific database 

B. only an ODBC data source definition 

C. a server definition that points to the ODBC data source and a library accessing this server definition 

D. a table pointing directly to the ODBC data source 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Assume that SAS Data Integration Studio Table Loader is being used in a job. The load style selected is Update/Insert.
Which statement is true regarding theAssume that SAS Data Integration Studio? Table Loader is being used in a job.
The load style selected is Update/Insert. Which statement is true regarding the relationship between the source table
and the target table? 

A. From the source table, matching rows are updated in the target table and new rows are added. 

B. From the source table, matching rows AND new rows are added, but the original matching row in the target table is
marked as inactive. 

C. From the source table, matching rows are skipped, and new rows are added. 

D. A or C, depending on further options chosen. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When using the Table Loader transformation to load an existing target table that contains one or more indexes in SAS
Data Integration Studio, which statement is true? 

A. Indexes are removed when the Table Loader executes and must be re-created using the Table Structure
transformation. 

B. Indexes are automatically preserved when the Table Loader executes. 

C. Indexes are removed at the beginning of the load process and must be re-created in a subsequent job step. 

D. Indexes can be removed or preserved at the beginning of the process depending on options chosen. Additional table
loader options specify whether to re-create the index at the end of the process. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Select the valid reasons for using SAS Data Integration Studio\\'s Table Loader transformation. (Choose two.) 

A. Create and replace permanent tables. 

B. Maintain access privileges to permanent tables. 

C. Apply and maintain constraints on permanent tables. 

D. Delete and remove permanent tables. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

In SAS Data Integration Studio, primary keys, foreign keys and unique keys can be specified/defined in which location? 

A. the Keys tab in the properties of a Table Loader transformation 

B. the Keys tab in the properties for any transformation 

C. the Keys tab in the properties of a table metadata object 

D. the Keys tab in the properties of a job metadata object 

Correct Answer: C 
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